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CN zh-HK zh-TW zu Permission INTERNET BILLING ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE VIBRATE ACCESS_WIFI_STATE BIND_GET_INSTALL_REFERRER_SERVICE WAKE_LOCK THANK OTHER Text Permission : Allows the application to open the network socket. Allow applications to
access information about the network. Allows access to vibrators. Allows applications to access information about Wi-Fi networks. Allows use of WakeLocks PowerManager to keep the processor from sleeping or the screen from dimming. STORAGE: Allows applications to read from external storage. Allows applications to write to external storage. Operating
System Min Sdk 19 Min Sdk Txt Android 4.4 (KITKAT) Target Sdk 28 Target Sdk Txt Android 9.0 Multi Window Does Not Support Small Screen, normal, large, xlarge Cpu armeabi-v7a Open Gl Int 0 Supports Density Yes Density 120, 160, 240, 320, 480, 640, 65534, 65535 User Features Using Wi-Fi hardware features Features: This application uses 802.11
network (Wi-Fi) features on Wi-Fi software. Using the hardware features of Not Feature Touchscreen: This application uses the Global Telephony Radio System for Mobile Communications (GSM) system. The app uses the device's basic two-point multitouch capability, such as for pinching gestures, but the app doesn't need to track touch independently.
This is the superset of the android.hardware.touchscreen feature. The app uses the device's advanced multitouch capabilities to track two or more dots independently. This feature is a superset of the android.hardware.touchscreen.multitouch feature. Using implied Features This app requires devices to use portrait or landscape orientation. If your app
supports both orientations, then you don't need to declare either feature.#The app uses 802.11 networking (Wi-Fi) features on the device.#: Signature Md5 E89B158E4BCF988EBD09EB83F5378E87 Signature 61ED377E85D386A8DFEE6B864BD85B0BFAA5AF81 Sha256
A40DA80A59D170CAA950CF15C18C454D47A39B26989D8B640ECD745BA71BF5DC Valid From Fri Feb 29 02:33:46 CET 2008 until: Tue Jul 17 03:33:46 CEST 2035 Serial Number 936eacbe07f201df Developer Developer Android Ou Android Organization Android Locale Mountain View Country US City California Blend It 3D (MOD Vô Hạn Tiền Xu) là
trò chơi casual, mang các yếu tố giả lập hấp dẫn cho phép bạn trở thành một thợ pha chế tài năng. Mt khác, nó cng được coi là công c gi a th ai gian hisu qus nht mà tôi tng bi đ đ đ án. Hãy tà xung, trsi nghism và kiàm chsng nhé! Mc lc [Hisn]TênBlend It ReleaseSayGamesThe SectionCasuals Edition1.3.3Sizes50MThe MODSizes Unlimited CoinsAndroid
4.1Bartender is an interesting profession and and has been a lot of interest lately. If you want to pursue a professional path but haven't had the chance to take part yet, Blend It 3D is the best and most intuitive course you need right now! Interesting gameplay Start as a beginner, the system will guide you through the basic steps so you can make a delicious
glass of fruit juice and a tail cup. Of course, when starting a business, focus on quality to attract customers. Blend It 3D combines these realistic simulation elements for a more realistic experience. Beach guests will give up on buying pre-packaged water bottles. They're so bland, they don't feel as cool and sweet as a glass of cucumber smoothie made by
your own hands, do they? So, is the brewing process difficult and how does it work? First, pay attention to the tooling section. You need a blender or mixer respectively. Then there are the fruits. When everything is ready, just touch the screen to push the material down onto the rotating blade. Remember, pineapple or carrots also have green leaves and
stalks. They are very bitter, your customers do not want to enjoy this taste! Everything seems to be done and can be delivered to guests waiting outside the table. But no! You have to decorate the aesthetics better, contributing to stimulate people's ability to feel. Replace the cup, add snow, fire, thunder effect, or add a straw with a unique shape. Various
drinks Work on mixing the head of a simple glass of carrot juice. When visitors visit your stall, they will also bring surprises. This surprise includes every type of 3D mixed item. Starting from mugs, fruits, to mixers and decorations. Of course, when tools and materials are more abundant, you have the opportunity to show personal talent and learn more new
formulas. For example, make a mixed drink of carrots, chocolate and watermelon or fresh lemon with ice cream and ice! How excited will customers feel about enjoying a taste they've never tried in their lives? They will immediately show it with the emotions and reviews the system provides when the challenge is over! Blend It 3D also stimulates players'
creativity by giving them a rather exotic formula. A robot likes to drink phone juice mixed with some cucumber. Blue-skinned zombies enjoy smelly food that humans can no longer use. Lucky SpinsTho as a gift for the excellent people, when completing the stage or challenge you will get a round of luck. There, the council had the opportunity to receive items
such as dispensation machines, gold coins or rare fruits. However, if you don't really feel lucky enough to get this round, create your own chances by watching ads! Your upgrades and extensions Professional bartenders, have a magic hand to create masterpieces of artistic juice with great taste. Therefore, many guests will come in no time. Upgrade your
kiosk so you can serve them all. Right on the main screen is a standing table. It's quite small, no chairs and no table linen. Let's step up to see the difference. When you have a reputation, you also need to redesign the bar to match the achievements you've achieved. Do you want to expand the dome and add extra high chairs placed around the expense
area? Do you want to install additional speaker sets and install flashing lights around to create an outdoor bar? People will tell you, great ideas! However, Blend It 3D also has day and night effects. You know, it's hot off the beach during the day. The drink is great for eliminating this heat, but it is better to have some big coconut trees around the bar. They
both carry shade, bring more aesthetic scenery, can provide a great source of raw materials to serve customers! MOD Version of Blend It 3DThe MOD FeatureDefinitely Coins: Is your juice shop in financial trouble? Want to buy an object but you can't afford it? Don't worry about it. Use the MOD version of APKMODY, all your issues have been addressed.
ConclusionThere are some things that I look forward to when experiencing this game. The game brought me relaxation after a tiring work day. However, what I didn't expect either, was advertising. They are quite disturbing and disturbing to the player's experience. The MOD version we offer has fulfilled every benefit that ads can offer. When using the MOD
version of APKMODY, you can turn off the internet while playing this game! Download Blend It 3D MOD APK for Android (Latest Version) Related MOD Blend It Казуальные Казуальные Казуальные Казуальные Казуальные SayGames Android 4.4 + Version: 1.3.2 $0 Blend It 3D (MOD, MOD, Unlimited Coins) - a simple but exciting time killer with
simulator elements, culinary arcades and elements of creativity. So, according to the author's idea, you will fall into the hands of mixers and an impressive selection of mixing products and ingredients that you will create real masterpieces, and with the results you can expand the institution, increase the level of service and buy new recipes. It should be noted
that developers decide not to limit their abilities and allow themselves to make recipes. Updated to version 1.3.2! Overview InformationNameBlend It 3DPublisherSayGamesLatest Version1.3.2Size49MPlatformsAndroid 4.1MOD FeaturesUnlimited MoneyGet It On Blend It 3D MOD APK (Unlimited Money) is a simple game released on Google Play and the
App Store by publisher SayGames. With simple mechanics, this game still presents a very interesting experience thanks to and realistic gameplay. Are you ready? Come. Introducing gameplay terms, Blend It 3D belongs to the Casual category with a simple one-touch control mechanism, and doesn't have a specific storyline and characters. Instead, it was
developed based on real work. It's a juice spinning job. Players may not be too surprised by blend it 3D gameplay as there are many games of the same type that have been introduced in previous articles on our site such as Spiral Roll and Make it perfect. However, to master this game well, perhaps you need a little time to learn and test. Managing a fruit
juice shopStarting on the game, you will become the manager of a small juice shop located on the beach. Many tourists come here and they need a glass of juice from your store to freshen up in the hot summer sun. This seems to be a profitable business, don't you think? Each guest will have different tastes and the player's job is to spin the juice and make a
glass of water according to their needs. Start with a blender and some fresh fruit in your store. Players then need to pick up the fruit and store it in a spinning machine until the job is done. This may sound crazy, but it presents a challenge for every gamer. Be careful with the blender because it can hurt your hands. Simple one-touch operationWhen you want
to play the smoothie, players just have to touch the spinning machine to start it, then click the fruit you need to start the process immediately. As can be seen, the control mechanism of Blend It 3D is quite understandable because it does not require gamers to perform too many operations on the screen interface. However, the difficulty in the level in Blend It
3D is in the speed control. You'll see this when you start playing. In the first level, the speed of the spinning machine will not be too fast for players to gradually get used to their gameplay. However, things will really change at the following level. The speed is greatly improved and this will make it difficult for the player to control. The process of rotating the juice
will occur fairly quickly, but this is only true when the player finishes it smoothly. Otherwise, your hands may be crushed by a blender. Therefore, be careful and stay focused. Open your new blender machineSometimes you get bored when you see the old blender machine every day. Therefore, shop for new machines to help the experience become new and
more exciting. Of course, the new blender machine will not affect the working capacity. Once the player sells a glass of juice, the guests will pay the amount that suits their satisfaction. In each level, you'll get up to 3 stars and this depends entirely on the customer's rating. Try to do well, raise money and experience to unlock countless new items expand your
store and grow more of your business. Note: Some of the scenes in Blend It 3D are quite bloody and this can make players feel scared. Therefore, this game may be possible to the audience, especially children. However, if you can do well in each level so that you are not destroyed by a spinning machine, everything goes well. Is this too hard? Please
consider before experiencing Blend It 3D.Common graphicsIn a simple game like Blend It 3D, we don't want to ask too much about graphics. The images in the game are displayed relatively well with cartoonish styles, but they are not very realistic. In addition, Blend It 3D is designed with bright colors and a clear sound system, helping gamers feel relaxed
and excited during gameplay. Currently, Blend It 3D is available on Google Play to allow players to download mobile devices for free. However, we would recommend the 3D version of Blend It APK at the link below as it can provide unlimited free features. For example, players can open a new rotation engine in the game from the beginning to experience it.
Therefore, I think this version will be suitable for impatient players, like me. How to download and install Blend It 3DStep 1: You need to remove the Google Play version or APK version if you have previously installed it. If using the APK version can go without uninstalling. Step 2: Download the Blend It 3D MOD version at the end of this article. Step 3:
Continue to install the APK file until the process is complete, Blend It 3D by MODPLAY.iO to complete the installation. Step 4: Enter the game and feel your craving for juice. Download Blend It 3D MOD APK (Unlimited Money)With simple gameplay and control mechanism, Blend It 3D doesn't have too many amazing features to evaluate. However, players
can get addicted to this game because the gameplay is quite interesting with countless high difficulty levels. In addition, the image and sound quality is also relatively stable, allowing you to experience the game consistently on most mobile devices. In general, Blend It 3D is not a new game but it is quite interesting for you to spend a few hours a day to
experience it. However, according to some of the player's comments, Blend It 3D had to be changed in some bloody scenes. I agree with this because it can help the game become more complete and more suitable for the majority of players. I also believe that publisher SayGames will consider and revise their games soon. MOD Features: Blend It 3D
(Original) - APK v1.3.2 (49M)Blend It 3D - MOD Money v1.3.2 (54M)Notes:Choose a link to download for free. You can choose the original MOD or APK version, it depends on your goal. Please see the Installation Guide
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